English version

We are a leading provider of e-learning training courses for the JSDA Sales
Representatives qualification exams providing to more than 200 financial
institutions.
This is the English version of the courses for Class-1/Class-2 Sales Rep. and
Internal Administrator qualification exams.

Contents

5 Simulated Tests
・Prepared in the format similar to the actual
exams. Good for practical exercise.
・Answers with detailed explanations. Can
overcome weaknesses by reviewing problems
users made mistakes with.
・Problems corresponded to the latest system
is timely updated.

Calculation Drill
・Includes calculation problems expected to
appear in the actual exam.
・Answers with detailed explanations.

Note: Calculation drill is not included in the Internal
Administrator course

Note: Internal Administrator course includes 6 tests

Advantages of e-learning
・ You can study whenever convenient. (self-paced)
・ You can study anywhere, even overseas, with access to the Internet.
・ Tests and calculation drill will be regularly reviewed and renewed to correspond to the latest
reform of financial systems.
・ We take any questions regarding the contents oｆ the course via e-mail.

Operating Environment
【Access】
Via internet from wherever access to the Internet is possible.

【Internet Environment Requirement】 (recommended)
■Following system environment is needed to use our service.
OS
: Microsoft Windows （7/8/8.1/10）
Browser : Internet Explorer version IE 8.0 or after
We do not guarantee proper operation for other OS (such as Mac, etc.) or browser (such as Safari, etc.).
■You are asked to prepare internet connection environment and to bear the cost for the line use.

Screen Images

Login with your ID and Password.
We will e-mail you the ID and PW upon
your application.

【Top page】

【Simulated tests】
①
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【Calculation Drill】

① Displays the time left for the test
② Calculator
③ Leave a mark in the checkbox, and there
will be “ ” mark in the “Review page”
so you can review the problem again.

Services Charges

1 ID on ASP for 1 month
￥30,000 (excluding consumption tax)
Contact Information
Artis Co., Ltd.

（http://www.artis.co.jp） e-mail：info89@infobank.co.jp

[Headquarter office]
1-２-6, Minamiaoyama, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Tel ：03-5410-9301
Fax ：03-5410-9302
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